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Day and Date
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I Tuesday and 02.0"1.2024

Complaint No. MANO.284/2023 in CR/5083/2021 (
titled as Ashita Sharma and Arvind Kur
Sharma VS BPTP Limited

Ashita Sharma and Arvind Kumar Shar

Shri lagdeep Kumar Advocate

BPTP Limired

Shri Harshit Batra Advocate
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Complainant

try:yj,h"rsh
Respondent

Respondent Represented

Last date ofhearing
l

Rectification application

Naresh Kumari and HR MehtaProceeding Recorded by

Prr

The aforesaid complaint was dispc
authority wherein the complaint
being barred by res judicata. An a

the respondent for rectification or(

Vide said application for rectifi
complainants-applicants has sough
f._f..-
$g9 Changes proposed ,

l
oceedings

,sed of vide order dated 06.02.2023 of the ]

was rejected by not being maintainable
pplicarion dated 07.08.2023 was filed by
ler dared 06.02.2023.

cation of order dated 06.02.2023, the
t following rectification-

Finding of the authoritJl
Proposed change as per aoolication
filed blt the comptainont
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'l'he respondent itated It is observed thar th"reliiJd-G.tEntthat the captioned

The authority observes that the above error is clerical in nature and can be

f::::1":: the counsel 
.for the complainant states that an appeal

l\jo1:9/10r3 against the order passed by the Authoriry has U"* frf"a U'"1"*
Hon'ble Tribunal and hence in view of the provisions u/s 39 of the Act,
rectification of the order may not be allowed at this stage. In view of the
same, the application is declined. File be consigned to the iegistry.
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Vijay Kumar Goyal

Member
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conlplaint wrongly
nrentioned the advocate /
counsel of the respondent
name as Sh. Venket Rao
and there has been
clerical error,

The vakalatnama of Adv.
Har shit Batra has already
been filed and the same is
on record,

error in the order dated 06.02.2023
where the name of the counsel has
been advertently mentioned as Sh.
Venket Rao instead of Shri Harshit
Batra.

Arun Kumar
Chairman
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